The dynamics of globin gene expression and gene therapy vectors.
The most important level of regulation of the beta-globin genes is by activation of all of the genes by the Locus Control Region (LCR) and repression of the early genes by an as yet unknown factor acting on sequences flanking the genes. Superimposed on this is a mechanism in which the early genes (epsilon and gamma) suppress the late genes (delta and beta) by competition for the interaction with the LCR. Although this extra level of gene regulation is quantitatively of less importance than the direct repression mechanism, it has important implications and has provided an excellent assay system to probe the regulation of transcription at the single cell level. These studies indicate that the LCR interacts with individual globin genes and that LCR/gene interactions are dynamic with complexes forming and dissociating continually. The levels of expression of each of the genes appear to depend on: 1) the frequency of interaction which is itself dependent on the distance of the gene to the LCR, 2) the affinity of the LCR for the gene and 3) the stability of the LCR/gene complex. The latter two are dependent on the balance of transcription factors. We conclude that transcription only appears to take place while the LCR and gene interact and that the level of transcription is determined by the frequency and duration of such interaction rather than by changes in the rate of transcription of promoters.